
An immersive workshop to establish your brand platform

Brand Foundation
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Let’s explore why you exist and what makes you unforgettable.

We offer a unique collaboration — a one-day immersion, 

establishing the foundation of your brand platform, a living 

document, and powerful tool designed to shape all future 

business and marketing initiatives: guiding anything from 

internal corporate literature to product developments to 

visual identity.  

This session, lead by our Brand, Strategy, and Design 

executives, is set to address all the high-level issues of 

defining and differentiating your brand.  

It may also offer general input on business strategy, user 

experience, technology application, key features, touch-

points, and process elements. 

Market Intelligence + Trends 

Business Strategy 
Product Strategy 
Brand Strategy + Systems 
Service Design Strategy

Strategy
System Engineering
Product Architecture

Technology Research
Mechanism Design

CM Liaison

Engineering

Interaction Design
Ergonomics
Innovation Ideas
Visual Design

Experience
Usability

Physical Design
Design Language

Color Material Finish (CMF)

Design
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Workshop Details

Preliminary Assessment 

≈1–1.5 hrs

Interview (4–5 days in advance) — We connect with your team 
to understand the state of brand, the product and/or service, 
and business strategy, technologies/product inspiration, and 
any market research performed. We’re here to help!

All-Day Workshop 

≈4.5 hrs.

1. Opportunity & Vision — Mapping your brand's past, present, and future 
drivers and inhibitors to shape the project vision. Uncovering and aligning 
on your brand's purpose or reason for being.   

2. Audience & Value Proposition — Examine existing and potential 
stakeholders and whose opinion matters most. Identify the role they play 
when interacting with your brand and how you might address their pain 
points and provide unique value. . 

3. Values & Spectrums — Explore the key ingredients of your brand that 
describe who you are and what you believe in to inform the experiences 
you create and how you are represented and remembered.  

4. Trends & Competition ~ 1hr — Audit market and cultural trends to 
explore brand aspirations and align on impressions of visual and verbal 
tonality. Evaluate direct and indirect competitors to reveal unique 
opportunities for business differentiation. 

Summary (4–5 days after)— NDD to review summary document with client

Cost— $5,000

Deliverables 

A documented Brand Platform, including:

Follow-Up Call 

≈1 hr.

a. Purpose

b. Vision / Mission

c. Positioning

d. Value Prop

e. Values 

f. Personality / Voice / Tone 
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An internal, concise summary of 
what you offer, to whom, and what 
differentiates you to guide and 
align the company.

Positioning 
Opportunity

Brand  
Language

Documenting your brand’s purpose, 
vision, and mission, to share with 
employees, vendors, and customers 
to shape future initiatives. 

Key Workshop Takeaways

14 hours of Strategy Leadership & 5 
hours of Design Leadership 
addressing business, brand, and 
design, including Gadi Amit, PLUS ALL 
Deliverables mentioned previously.

Dedicated 
Hours

The nature and character of your 
brand, how it is expressed, how it 
sounds, and how it is perceived. 

Brand  
Personality

Surfacing existing brand DNA, 
direct and indirect competition, 
emerging trends, cultural shifts, 
and stakeholder impact. 

Market 
Intelligence
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Our Approach

For over 20 years, we've given life to vibrant 
brands that stand out with their rich personalities 
and distinct offerings. We look beyond standard 
practices to explore the intricate, emerging 
relationships between people and technology to 
establish emotional connections that generate 
tangible business value and lasting brand equity. 

Our deep expertise includes:  

• Research, Audits, and Trend 
Reporting  

• Objectives Discovery and 
Business Model Design 

• Personas and Segmentation 

• Customer Journey, Service 
Blueprint, and Touchpoint 
Strategy 

• Positioning and Value Proposition 

• Brand Platforms and Identity 
Systems 

• Brand Architecture, Naming, and 
Taglines  

• Narratives and Storytelling 

• Brand Activation and PR Handoff 

• Investor and Venture Support
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Adam

As the Director of Strategy Design at NewDealDesign, Adam Côté works to 
unite people and technology in new or unconventional ways as a means to 
benefit the future of our everyday experiences. His projects span 
categories that include remote and in-person healthcare, autonomous 
vehicles and mobility, smart homes and living spaces, consumer 
electronics, lifestyle goods, digital transformation, and social impact. Adam 
is a graduate of the California College of the Art's MBA in Design Strategy 
Program. Before joining NDD, he cultivated a background in brand strategy 
and design with various global retail and consumer goods brands.

As a Strategy Designer at NewDealDesign, Andrea Murchie employs 
a collaborative, multidisciplinary, future-forward approach to her 
work, focusing on strategic foresight, trends in technology, and 
innovations in sustainability. As a designer, design strategist, and 
environmental enthusiast, conservation and education have been 
consistent themes throughout her professional career. Andrea 
completed her undergraduate degree in industrial design and has 
recently finished a dual-degree MFA in Design and MBA in Design 
Strategy at the California College of the Arts.

Andrea

Our Strategy Experts
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We Bring More!

NDD’s interaction experts will envision 
the flow of the user experience and the 
brand impact of high-level interaction 
strategies, including touchpoints, 
interfaces, ergonomics, and innovation 
ideas on a case-by-case basis.

NDD’s physical design experts will 
contribute a creatively adventurous 
outlook to bring new, bold concepts to the 
table and a perspective on how the brand 
can manifest tangibly and express itself 
visually on a case-by-case basis.

Gadi Amit is NDD’s lead technology evangelist and our 
principal Designer. He has over 20 years of bringing 
technology design to market; he offers his wisdom 
and experience to illuminate the way.

Experience Design

Industrial Design

Gadi Amit



Be bold. Build wisely.

Thank You


